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Today, leaders of global TMT companies face complex business and geopolitical challenges, as
well as an evolving regulatory environment that is impacting everything from corporate strategy,
technology innovation, to customer and supply chain management.
Looking ahead in 2021, we identify five themes impacting the Chinese TMT industry: the rise of
U.S. China techno-nationalism, increased regulatory pressure on Big Tech around anti-monopoly
and data privacy issues, “ The New Normal,” focus on digital transformation and technology
infrastructure buildout, and ESG as an urgent business imperative.

Five Themes Impacting the Chinese TMT industry
THEME ONE:

U.S.-China techno-nationalism and the decoupling of innovation
THEME TWO:

Tightening scrutiny of big tech around anti-monopoly & data practices
THEME THREE:

“The New Normal”
THEME FOUR:

Digital transformation and technology infrastructure buildout
THEME FIVE:

ESG as an urgent business imperative
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ESG as an urgent business imperative
Part One: Major stakeholders calling for integrated ESG strategy and actions
Brunswick’s annual perception survey of Chinese
corporates doing business overseas published in June
2020 surveyed 9,300 members of the general public
in 23 countries in both the developed markets, Belt
& Road countries and other emerging economies.
Survey respondents rated the performance of Chinese
companies highly on innovation, providing quality goods
and services, having strong execution abilities and in
generating strong financial performance. However,
the perception of performance in key environmental,
social, and governance areas lagged behind other
indicators, revealing widespread concern about how
these companies engage with local employees,
the communities, the environment, their corporate
governance. Across emerging and developed markets,
the perception survey reveals the urgent need for
significant improvement in corporate ESG factors.
Many Chinese corporates think of ESG as focused
almost solely on environmental risk disclosure,
protection, and management. In fact, ESG as
a definition covers non-financial risks including
environmental, social, and governance. This makes ESG
fundamentally different from its precursor, Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR). CSR aims at making sure a
company commits to not making a negative impact on
its major stakeholders including employees, community,
the environment, and customers. Due to lack of specific
criteria in measuring a company’s actions, the focus of
CSR often becomes philanthropy and how to give back
to the society after a company makes money. On the
other hand, ESG focuses on embedding targets and
into a company’s business strategy. It is about how a
business makes money. ESG strategy, disclosure and
communications shows with quantifiable measures
how a company treats its employees, engages with
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communities and society, manages climate and
environmental externalities, cultivates a diverse and
inclusive culture, ensures ethical standards, and
manages its supply chains.
In the summer of 2020, Brunswick Group conducted
a proprietary ESG investor survey. The results
revealed that all major investors evaluate company
financials through an ESG lens. On governance
issues, investors overwhelmingly agreed that board
composition, independence and competence is
critical to building trust in a company. They are looking
for diversity of the leadership’s backgrounds and skill
sets, renumeration structure, and an accountability
framework that embeds ESG targets into the
KPIs of the leadership team. On environmental risk
disclosure, investors emphasized the importance of
articulating an integrated approach to environmental
stewardship, incorporating carbon emissions, water,
and other energy resources management, etc. This
should be underpinned by a detailed climate policy
with consistent disclosures, targets, metrics, and
periodic milestones. For social, health and safety of
workers are particularly important, especially amid
COVID-19. Human capital management includes the
diversity of the employee base and how companies
attract, retain, and develop their workforce to succeed
in a rapidly changing operating environment. When
companies think about local communities, engagement
and empowerment of local communities were identified
as key to a company’s licence to operate beyond
contribution or donations.
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THEME FIVE

ESG as an urgent business imperative
Part One: Major stakeholders calling for integrated ESG strategy and actions
Ultimately, how companies approach corporate
governance, environmental stewardship and social
responsibility is key to maintaining their licence to
operate and strengthening competitive advantage
in this new era.

What I’m typically looking for and what others are
looking for is less a specific metric and more a of
pattern of behavior. Regardless who you speak to at
the organization – whether it’s someone junior that
you’ve run into at a conference, or it’s a board member
or C-suite, you get almost the exact same pitch on
what the company is trying to achieve, and what their
ambition is, and what they’re trying to do.“

The time to act is now. Public or large private TMT
companies with a global presence will need to
understand key stakeholder dynamics regarding
industry specific ESG factors such as waste and
hazardous materials management on the environmental
front; social and governance focuses on data privacy
and security, labour practices, employee health, supply
chain management, materials sourcing and efficiency,
product labelling, ethics, and competitive behaviour.
Major stakeholders expect TMT company leaders to
articulate how material sustainability activities drive
their corporate strategy; activate materiality driven
ESG strategy and embed integrated ESG messaging
into stakeholder communications.

- Head of Stewardship for APAC, USD100billion to
1 trillion company AUM
From a regulatory perspective, the EU continues to
tighten its sustainability policies. Combined with its data
protection law, the latest AI legislative proposal issued
in April 2021, and upcoming legislative proposals on
supply chain due diligence, these coordinated policy and
regulatory actions will have far reaching implications not
only to TMT companies, but all corporates in general
both within and outside of the European Union.
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ESG as an urgent business imperative
Part Two: Key EU sustainability and technology regulatory policies
New EU disclosure rules for investors and companies
The Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR)
came into effect in March 2021. This requires asset
managers and owners with an EU-license to integrate
sustainability risks in their investment decision-making
processes and to issue a “principal adverse impact
statement”. This statement is intended to show how
investment decisions made by a financial market
participant have or may have adverse impacts on
sustainability factors relating to:
1. climate and the environment (GHG emissions,
energy efficiency, water usage, exposure to water
stress areas),
2. social and employee matters (gender balance in
board, gender pay gap, CEO pay gap), and
3. governance issues (human rights/bribery incidents
of their portfolio and investee companies).
EU lawmakers hope that by mandating institutional
investors and asset managers to be transparent about
the adverse impact of their investments will ensure that
they rethink their investment strategy and lean more
towards sustainable investments. While financial market
participants must start applying these compliance rules
from March 2021, the more detailed technical legislation
outlining the format and exact scope required will only
be finalized by January 2022.
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Meanwhile, the regulator issued instructions in February
2021 for investors to follow the draft rules, and the
European Commission made another legislative
proposal in April 2021 concerning the legal obligation for
large non-financial corporates active in the EU markets
to publicly disclose the same information that investors
must publish under the SFDR.
Lastly, the European Commission’s upcoming
proposals on supply chain due diligence are expected
to include a new legal requirement for companies active
in the EU single market to establish and implement
adequate processes to prevent, mitigate and account
for human rights (including labor rights and working
conditions), health and environmental impacts, including
relating to climate change, both in the company’s
own operations and in the company’s supply chain.
A legislative proposal is expected from the Commission
in June 2021.
Proposal for Regulation on European Approach to AI
On 21 April 2021, the European Commission adopted
a proposal for a Regulation on an European approach to
Artificial Intelligence (AI). These proposals are the first
of their kind to regulate AI, underlining the EU’s
ambitions to become a global standard-setter in
trustworthy, ethical, and human-centric AI. This follows
the success of the EU’s data protection regulatory
model, which has been widely adopted by businesses
and governments outside the EU.
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ESG as an urgent business imperative
Part Two: Key EU sustainability and technology regulatory policies
The draft Regulation classifies AI systems into four riskbased categories: unacceptable risk; high-risk; limited
risk; and minimal risk. It prohibits the use or placing on
the market of AI systems with unacceptable risk, i.e.
those used for exploiting the vulnerabilities of a specific
group of people, such as children or disabled people,
and for social scoring. The use of high-risk AI systems
and their placement on the EU’s market will only be
allowed if they have undergone data quality, conformity
assessment, human oversight, and security procedures.
AI systems are considered high-risk if they create an
adverse impact on people’s safety or fundamental
rights. Examples of areas involving high-risk AI uses are
critical infrastructure (e.g. credit institutions, transport,
energy, and health), toys, Internet of Things (IoT),
education, recruitment, or law enforcement. Biometric
identification systems in public places would be
prohibited in principle and may only be allowed for limited
law enforcement purposes.

The European Commission also adopted a New
Coordinated Plan on AI, which builds on the 2018 version
of the Plan laying the foundation for policy coordination
on AI. The update links the proposed actions to the
European Green Deal, environment, and health policies
of the EU.

Companies that do not comply with the new rules could
be fined up to €30 million or 6% of their worldwide
turnover, whichever is higher. National market
surveillance authorities will supervise the new rules,
but some AI providers will be allowed to comply through
self-assessment. The current expectation for the
conclusion of legal deliberations is the first or second
quarter of 2023. According to the current draft text,
the Regulation will become applicable within two years
after legislative approval.
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